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“A women won’t be happy unless she can prioritize her family first, if she is 

constantly compromising the needs of her family and they aren't doing well, she 

will not be at peace and she will not be happy. But what she does secondary 

depending on her unique situation (amount of children, support from spouse, 

health)  is unique to each woman and her situation. “ Laura Welch 



President Gordon B. Hinckley himself said “The whole gamut of human endeavor is now open to women. 

There is not anything that you cannot do if you will set your mind to it…  

● Bringing growth to the church 

● Reflect righteousness and articulateness 

in their lives 

● women of the Church are seen as distinct 

and different—in happy ways—from the 

women of the world.” 
● women who make sacred covenants and then 

keep them 

● women who can speak with the power and 

authority of God 

● women who know how to receive personal 

revelation 

● who understand the power and peace of the 

temple endowment 

● women who know how to call upon the 

powers of heaven to protect and strengthen 

children and families 

● women who are organized and women 

who can organize.  

● We need women with executive ability 

who can plan and direct and administer; 

●  women who can teach, women who can 

speak out. 

● women with the gift of discernment  

● courageous defenders of morality and 

families in a sin-sick world 

● We need women who are devoted to 

shepherding God’s children 

● women who teach fearlessly 

● “arise and shine forth, that our light may 

be a standard for the nations 

● lead the women of the world  



“ A Woman's journey, however, has its own distinctive complexities. Among other 

things. It can be difficult to know what to prepare for. A young women may serve 

a mission if she desire, but there is no requirement to do so. She is encouraged to 

get as much education as she can, but she may or may not end up using that 

education in some kind of professional vocation or career. And some young-

adult-age women express concern that if they pursue an education or career they 

might be sending unintended “signals” to the Lord that they care more about a 

profession than about getting married. A woman should develop her talents, but 

how she will use them may not be clear. She may or may not marry at a traditional 

age. If she does marry in “normal” time frame, she will likely desire to be a 

mother, but she may or may not be able to bear children. She may or may not 

choose to work outside the home, but in all likelihood, that decision will be 

charged with a variety of emotions. 

 In short, a women tends to have more flexibility than a man, but at 

the same time that flexibility introduces ambiguity and uncertainty. This disturbs 

some women. But perhaps our Father allowed this fundamental circumstance to 

exist to encourage women to learn to discern and follow His will. I believe that it is 

a reflection of his confidence in our ability to do so.”  Sheri Dew 





Sister Beck notes that "The ability to qualify for, receive, and 

act on personal revelation is the single most important skill 

that can be acquired in this life...A good woman knows that 

she does not have enough time, energy, or opportunity to 

take care of all of the people or do all of the worthy things 

her heart yearns to do. Life is not calm for most women, and 

each day seems to require the accomplishment of a million 

things, most of which are important.... But with personal 

revelation, she can prioritize correctly and navigate this life 

confidently. 





https://yQfnFRE98YQoutu.be/b 

https://youtu.be/bQfnFRE98YQ
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